EYFS History vocabulary and sticky knowledge 2019-2020
Topic
A2: What happened to the dinosaurs? How long
ago did dinosaurs roam the earth?

A2: The gunpowder plot (bonfire night)

Sticky Knowledge
Dinosaurs became extinct around 65
million years ago at the end of the
cretaceous period.
There are different theories to explain
how dinosaurs died.
Some are:
- asteroid theory
- ice age theory
- volcano theory
There were three periods: triassic,
jurassic and cretaceous period.

James I was crowned King of England.
Some men were cross with this and so
they planned to hide gunpowder in the
houses of parliament to hurt the King
and his men. They planned to do this on
5th November.
The King's men stopped this plot and
Guy Fawkes and his men were arrested.
They were put into prison.
The King decided that 5th November
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jurassic
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a long time ago
change
history
theories/ideas
order (periods)
questioning
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would be a day that would be
celebrated for stopping the gunpowder
plot. It is now known as bonfire night.

SP1: Look at the uniform/vehicles/resources
and jobs of the people who help us. How have
they changed over time?

Children to look at artefacts/pictures
and discuss/order them from old/new.
To discuss how and why they have
ordered that way. What do they
already know? What can they see?
What has changed/same?

plan
5th November
celebrate
lives
past/now
order (event)
questioning
finding out
order (timeline of a particular focus e.g
uniform, vehicle)
questioning
finding out
lives
past/now
a long time ago
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same/different
change
people
modern
old/new
compare
service
emergency
people who help us
vehicle-bike, ambulance, car etc

SP2: Look at the titanic - why did it sink? (link
to science)

People in the past would travel abroad
on ships not aeroplanes like today.
The ships took so long to reach a
destination that they had everything on
board e.g. rooms, hairdressers,
libraries, restaurants etc.
The Titanic was travelling from England
to America, over 100 years ago!
Before the disaster people thought the
Titanic would never sink.
There were different places to live and
socialise depending on the amount of
money you had (1st, 2nd and 3rd class)
One night the ship hit an iceberg and it
made a huge hole in the Titanic causing
it to fill with water.
It then sank to the bottom of the
ocean.
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